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Abstract 

“A hot topic is said to be a topic that people widely talk about 

during a specific time”. However, there was no precise description 

of the hot topic and hotness evaluation standards. This paper 

presents a novel system that concerns on Hot Topic Detection 

(HTD) integrated with the recommendation o products as well.  

The proposed hot event detection model is performed via (i) Pre-

processing (ii) Feature Selection and weighting (iii) Text Model 

Construction (iv) Cluster-based topic Identification. Initially, the 

keywords are extracted from every tweet. Subsequently, the feature 

vector space is evaluated that is then subjected for portraying text 

model construction. At last, clustering is carried out via 

optimization logic that meant for detecting the hot topic. 

Particularly, two diverse clustering processes are carried out: 

micro-clustering and macro-clustering, where the optimal centroid 

is selected by Monarch Butterfly Optimization (MBO). Following 

the hot event detection, the adopted model concerns the 

recommendation of the product associated with the discussed topic. 

Finally, algorithmic analysis is done by varying the weighting 

element of the MBO model from 0.2, 0.4, 0.6 and 0.8. 

 

Keywords:  Hot Topic Detection; Pre-Processing: Feature 

selection; Optimization; Product Recommendation. 

 
 

Nomenclature 

Abbreviation Description 

HTD Hot Topic Detection  

MBO Monarch Butterfly Optimization  

PLSA Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis  

TMHTD Two-Phase Mic-Mac Hot Topic Detection  

TD-HITS Topic-Decision based Hypertext-Induced 

Topic Search  

TS-LDA Latent Dirichlet Allocation oriented Three-

Step model  

PPV Positive Predictive Value  

FPR False Positive Rate 

FNR False Negative Rate 

NE Name Entities 

TF-IDF Term Frequency-Inverse Document 

Frequency 

VSM Vector Space Model 

KWV Key Word Vector 

FSV First Sentence Vector 

OSV Other Sentence Vector 

1. Introduction 

In recent years, social networking together with 

microblogging services has gained ever-increasing 

popularity in social media platform and it has 

attracted the users in a rapid manner [6] [7]. A huge 

count of data produced for the major events in 

microblogging needs the hot event determination 

along with the detection of key posts associated with 

those events. As a result, it is essential to detect the 

hot events in micro blogs [8] [9]. 

In recent days, event detection techniques [10] 

[11] depending on topic models are growing in 

popularity. For instance, LDA and PLSA were the 

two significant techniques for recognizing the hidden 

factors in microblogs [12]. These approaches 
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determine the occurrences of words depending on 

probabilistic theory and thus, the topical similarity is 

measured between the words. In addition, 

conventional event detection schemes necessitate 

human involvement for detecting the count of topics 

that greatly minimizes the accuracy and efficiency of 

event detection [13] [14].  

Conventionally, the classification, identification, 

and annotation of hot events are manually carried out, 

which minimizes the efficacy of hot topic detection 

[15] [16]. In addition, several conventional topic 

models that are applied directly to microblogging will 

meet up with issues regarding data sparsity, which 

dynamically reduces the quality of detecting the user 

interest and hot events.  

The major contribution of this paper is as follows: 

 An automated system is introduced, which detects 

the hot events integrated with the product 

recommendation system. 

 Clustering is carried out with the assistance of 

optimization, by which the micro-clustering and 

macro-clustering process takes place. 

 The MBO algorithm is exploited for finding the 

optimal centroid. 

The arrangement of the paper is specified as 

Section II portrays the review. Section III describes 

the framework of hot event detection: problem 

definition and section IV portrays the topic 

identification: optimization assisted clustering 

process. Section V defines the product 

recommendation system: integration of the detected 

hot topic. Section VI discusses the outcomes and 

section VII concludes the paper. 

 

2. Literature Review 

 

Related works 

In 2018, Shi et al. [1] have established TD-HITS and 

TS-LDA schemes that aimed at identifying the hot 

topics. Accordingly, the suggested model has 

automatically recognized the count of topics and it 

also identified the associated key posts. Moreover, 

this scheme has detected the individuals who were 

spreading the hot event topics based on the user and 

post information. At last, the effectiveness of the 

presented model was presented with respect to the 

spreaders and events.  

In 2016, Yang et al. [2] have demonstrated a 

novel HTD and extraction scheme for detecting hot 

topics depending on the topic and language models. 

Moreover, the significance of each microblogs was 

computed and consequently, the topic models were 

generated. Thus, the developed scheme assisted in 

managing and monitoring the hot topics. 

In 2018, Wei et al. [3] have undergone research 

by means of TMHTD approach that was implemented 

in an “Apache Spark environment”. The introduced 

TMHTD model has included two stages: “micro-

clustering and the macro-clustering”. For improving 

the precision, three optimization techniques were 

presented along with two-phase HTD. At last, the 

betterment of the adopted scheme was validated in 

terms of accuracy. 

In 2019, Bok et al. [4] have developed an 

innovative approach for predicting the hot events in 

the near-future in social media. The adopted model 

has detected the hot topics by deriving the candidate 

keywords from the posts via the modified TF-IDF 

model. Moreover, the hot topic index for the entire 

candidate keywords was computed based on user 

interests and consequently, the predictions were 

carried out with regard to time. Finally, an assessment 

was done that established the supremacy of the 

designed technique. 

In 2017, Shi et al. [5] have designed a “hot event 

evolution” scheme that considered the user interest 

distribution for finding the users’ interestingness. In 

addition, this approach has resolved the issues 

associated with data sparsity and it has enhanced the 

accuracy on event prediction as well. In addition, an 

automated filtering scheme was exploited, which 

eliminated the occasions of general events. Thus, the 

quality and efficiency in extracting the hot events 

were improved by the proposed model.  

 

3. Framework Of Hot Event Detection: Problem 

Definition 

Assume Do  as a document set over an interval of T , 

where 

 TDoDoDoDoDow ...,,: 321

TjiDoDo ji  1; .  The documents 

are simplified into the bag of keywords or feature 

terms. Further, the object ti Dod    is indicated by 

 kiiii fffd ,2,1, ......,,  , in which
kifid

,
  denotes the 

feature item, which is extracted from id    by 

deploying the pre-processing model. Fig. 1 shows the 

architecture of the presented model. 

The adopted scheme includes the following phases  

(i) Text pre-processing 

(ii) Feature selection and weighting 

(iii) Text model construction 

(iv) Optimization assisted Topic clustering 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: The framework of the presented model 
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Text Preprocessing 

Pre-processing is the initial step in detecting the hot 

topics of the micro blog text. Text pre-processing 

comprises of “word segmentation and filtering of 

words”, which has no meaning. Depending on the 

language to be processed, it is essential to pick up the 

related word segmentation tool, like “ICTCLAS for a 

Chinese corpus”. After segmenting the words, the 

senseless words will be neglected. Further, the feature 

items (i.e. group of words) are attained after pre-

processing the micro blog documents.  

Assume an example that includes 4 documents 

321 ,, docdocdoc  and 4doc  . The extracted feature 

items from every document are indicated by Table II. 

 

Table 1:  Feature Items Extracted From Each 

Document  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A. Feature Selection and weighing & Text Model 

Construction 

More often, verbs, Nouns, NEs, numeral, and 

adjectives are elected as the features for addressing 

every document in common micro blog HTD. Once 

the feature selection process is completed, the feature 

weight’s values should be computed. There are two 

major techniques for evaluating the feature weights. 

They are “Boolean weights and TF-IDF weights” 

[18]. 

Generally, the VSM [19] is deployed for expressing 

micro blog text. Here, a feature vector space of every 

text is extracted that is portrayed as 

   kk wfwfwfdocU 11121211111 ,,....,,, . 

Subsequently, the weight of every feature item is 

computed by means of the normalized TF-IDF 

function as shown in Eq. (1). 
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 (1) 

Accordingly, 4.....2,1  docsofNoi  , Kk ....2,1   , 

in which  K  denotes the count of keywords in the 

document, ikff specifies the count of occurrence of 

ikff  in idoc ,   jkff  specifies the count of occurrence 

of jkff  in jdoc , N denotes the count of texts, here, 

10 (as per example),  ikn  denotes the count of texts 

that have  ikf . E.g. If 4131,2211 ,, fffffik  , then  

4ikn . 

For determining the contribution of feature items, the 

frequency function  ikf , burst   ikf , contribution 

function   ikfCF  and score of the document  

 idocScore has to be considered. 

Frequency function: It is utilized for evaluating how 

many texts include the feature ikf  as given in Eq. (2). 

 
 

num

fN
ffr ik
ik      (2) 

   
documentsofno

fcontainingdocumentsofno
fN ik
ik

.

.


 (3) 

As per the above example,  

    documentsallinisffN ikik 4
4

4


 (4) 

Burst  ikf : Assume the given inputs for the time 

stamp ""t . Therefore,  
rikffr is computed for all ""t , 

in which tr ...2,1 . The burst is computed as per Eq.  

(5). 
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 (5) 

Accordingly, the contribution function  ikfCF   is 

portrayed for determining the contributor ikf  to the 

topic, which is done by computing its frequency and 

burst. Eq. (6) shows the computation of  ikfCF . 

      ikikik fBurstffrfCF    

 (6) 

Then, the topic related likelihood for every text in 

dataset is computed as given in Eq. (7), where, score 

 id specifies the topic related likelihood of id , kiw ,  

denotes the weight of the feature ikf  and  ikfCF  

returns the contribution value associated with ikf  . 

    ik

K

k
kii fCFwdocScore 




1

,   

 (7) 

Thereby, the score formula formulates the topic 

related likelihood of idoc . 
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4. Topic Identification: Optimization assisted 

Clustering Process  

 

Micro Clustering 

In the traditional model, micro-clustering was carried 

out depending on the single pass algorithm [1]. In this 

work, the micro clustering process is carried out with 

the involvement of optimization logic by exploits 

MBO algorithm that determines the optimal centroid. 

 Depending on the implemented logic, the selective 

documents like 21,docdoc , weight matrix of selective 

documents and keywords are provided as input. 

Accordingly, the KWV, FSV, and OPV are evaluated 

as given in Eq. (8), Eq. (9) and Eq. (10), 

correspondingly. For e.g. if 2m , the KWV, FSV, 

and OPV can be determined as given in Table III, 

Table IV, and Table V respectively. 

MdocumentsselectedofNo

foffrequency
wKWV




.

11
11        

(8) 

1

111
11

.

1

docinwordsofNo

docofsentencetheinfoffrequency
w

st
FSV     

(9) 

1

111
11

. docinwordsofNo

docofsentenceothertheinfoffrequency
wOPV  (

10) 

Table 2: Demonstration On Kwv Computation 

1doc  11f  13f   

 

KWVw11  KWVw13  

2doc  31f  32f  KWVw31  KWVw32  

 

Table 3: Demonstration On Fsv Computation 

1doc  11f  13f   

 

FSVw11  FSVw13  

2doc  31f  32f  FSVw31  FSVw32  

Table 4: Demonstration On Opv Computation 

1doc  11f  13f   

 

OPVw11  OPVw13  

2doc  31f  32f  OPVw31  OPVw33  

 

Thus, the centroid of every cluster is portrayed by 

means of the implemented scheme. For e.g.; for 2 

clusters, the centroid is evaluated as specified in Table 

V. Accordingly, the centroid of every document is 

provided as input to the suggested MBO. Based on the 

example revealed in Table V, the solution is given in 

Fig. 2. Finally, the documents are clustered with the 

chosen centroids. 

 

Table 5: Example  Centroid Determination On 

Considering 3 Documents 

 1f  2f  

1doc  KWVw11 , FSVw11 , KWVw13 , FSVw13 , 

OPVw11  OPVw13  

3doc  KWVw31 , FSVw31 , 

OPVw31  

KWVw32 , FSVw32 , 

OPVw33  

4doc  KWVw41 , FSVw41 , 

OPVw41  

KWVw43 , FSVw43 , 

OPVw43  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Solution encoding: Micro clustering  

 

Macro Clustering 

After the micro clustering process, macro clustering 

takes place. The unique documents containing each 

keyword are chosen from the micro-clusters. 

Generally, for evaluating the topic frequency, heat 

value of topic is deployed during the clustering 

process [20]. Moreover, for enhancing the accuracy of 

clustering resultants, the lower frequency topics are 

filtered and the counts of micro-topics are minimized 

before clustering the micro-topics into macro-topics. 

The election of topics depending on the topic heat is 

specified below: 

Initially, consider  UtoptoptopT .....,, 21 as a 

micro-topic set, where V  indicates the topic count. 

Consider  itopHeat as the heat of itop , which is 

modeled as per Eq. (11). Here,  itopPN  indicates the 

count of participators of itop ,  itopRN and  itopCN  

denotes the count of re-tweets and comments of itop , 

and  itopMN  points out the micro blog count in itop . 

         iiiii topMNtopRNtopCNtopPNtopHeat  (

11) 

Subsequently, the topics are arranged based on the 

heat values in downward order. “The jump point of 

the topic heat is defined as the sudden change point of 

the topic heat compared to the total topic heat, and the 

heat change rate is used to find the jump point”. 

Consider  itopRate  the heat change rate of itop , 

which is computed as per Eq. (12). 

 
   

 
   

 i

ii

i

ii
i

topHeat

topHeattopHeat

topHeat

topHeattopHeat
topRate 11  






(12) 

Thus, further filtering is carried out based 

on  itopRate . For threshold  , if   itopRate , the 

heat value topics that are lesser or equal than the value 

of jump point are filtered. Or else, itop can be 

considered as a micro-topic variable with a higher 

frequency for clustering. Therefore the count of 

 

o 

KWVw11    FSVw11     OPVw11                   FSVw13   OPVw13  KWVw13

 

KWVw31    FSVw31     OPVw31                   FSVw32   OPVw33  KWVw32

KWVw41    FSVw41     OPVw41                   FSVw43   OPVw43  KWVw43
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dimensions of the topic set is diminished from V to 

v  Vv  . 

 Especially, the cluster size cs  and the frequency 

vector space of keyword in every document denoted 

by ikff are provided as solutions as specified in Fig. 3. 

Thus, the hot topic events are optimally detected in 

this proposed work. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3: Solution encoding: Macro clustering  

 

5. MBO Algorithm 

The migration process of monarch butterflies include 

certain aspects like (i) “The overall population of 

monarch butterflies is limited to Land 1 and Land 2. 

(ii) The migration operator produces every single 

child monarch butterfly in both the regions such as 

Land 1 and Land 2. (iii) In the MBO approach [17], 

the parent butterfly will pass away when a new one is 

created so as to maintain a constant population (iv) 

The quality and performance of the monarch butterfly 

is assured even with the increased generations”.   

Migration Operator: Assume MP as the total count 

of the population, Maxgen  points out the utmost 

generation and c denotes the proportion of butterflies 

in Land 1 and 2.  Here, Land 1 and 2 termed as 

subpopulation1 and 2 are denoted by  1S  and  2S .  

t
ys

t
yi oo ,1
1

, 
            

(13) 

Eq. (13) reveals the migration process, in which, 1
,
t
yio  

points out thy component of io of monarch butterfly i at 

generation 1t . Also, m
ys

o
,1

 specifies the 

thy component of 
1s

o  , 
1s

o denotes the generated 

location of monarch butterfly 1s , which is arbitrarily 

selected from 1S . The parameter t  symbolizes the 

current generation. By means of Eq. (13), the 

component y
 

for novel monarch butterfly is 

determined when ps  . The value for s  is formulated 

as per Eq. (14), where time denotes the migration time 

and ran indicates an arbitrary value taken from the 

uniform distribution. 
timerans              

(14) 

The component y
 

for newly generated monarch 

butterfly is initiated when cs  as specified in Eq. 

(15). 
t

ys
t

yi oo
,

1
,

2


            
(15)

 

In Eq. (15), t
ys

o
,2

 specifies the thy  component of
2so . 

2so  denotes the new location for the butterfly 2s , 

which is arbitrarily chosen from 2S .  Moreover, by 

regulating the ratio p , the direction of the migration 

operator could be sustained. Here, p  is 5/12 for the 

current calculation and it determines if 1S  and 2S  

can be chosen.  

Butterfly Balancing Operator: The balancing 

operator is exploited for updating the location of the 

monarch butterflies. When a random value ran  is 

equivalent or less than c  for all components, then the 

memory of the monarch butterfly x  is updated as 

revealed in Eq. (16). 
t

ybest
t

yx oo ,
1

, 
           

(16) 

In Eq. (16), 1
,
t
yxo indicates the thy component of xo  

for the generation 1t . Correspondingly, 

t
ybesto , symbolizes the thy

 
component of besto  that 

indicates the best monarch butterfly in Land 1 and 

Land 2. On the other hand, when c is lesser than ran , 

the memory is updated as given in Eq. (17). 
t

ys
t

yx oo
,

1
,

3
             

(17) 

In Eq. (17), t
ys

o
,3

 portrays thy  component of 
3so  

which is randomly chosen in Land 2. At this point, 

 23 ,,2,1 MPs  . 

 5.01
,

1
,  

y
t

yx
t

yx fnoo            

(18) 

In case if BARrn  , the memory is updated as given 

in Eq. (18), in which BAR  represents the balancing 

value of butterfly. The variable fn  indicates the walk 

steps of the monarch butterfly x . It can be defined via 

Levy flight as defined in Eq. (19) and (20).   

 t
xoLevyfn             (19) 

2
max tH             

(20) 

The weighting element   is determined based on Eq. 

(20), in which maxH signifies the value that a single 

monarch butterfly can move for maximum walk steps.  

II. PRODUCT RECOMMENDATION SYSTEM: 

INTEGRATION OF DETECTED HOT TOPIC  

Product recommendation ( PR ) can be defined "as the 

semantic similarity between recommended products 

and grouped products” as given in Eq. (21). In Eq. 

(21), SS  indicates the semantic similarity, RP  

specifies the recommended products and GP  denotes 

the grouped products.  

 GPandRPSSPR     (21) 

 

 

 
ikff           cs                  o 
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6. Results and Discussion 

Simulation Procedure 

The presented HTD system integrated with product 

recommendation was executed in JAVA and the 

corresponding outcomes were achieved. The dataset 

was downloaded from the link 

“http://u.cs.biu.ac.il/~nlp/resources/downloads/twitter

-events/.”  Here, the algorithmic analysis was carried 

out by varying the weighting element   of the MBO 

model from 0.2, 0.4, 0.6 and 0.8 with respect to 

positive measures such as “accuracy, sensitivity, 

PPV” and negative measures such as ”FDR and 

FNR”. In addition, convergence analysis was carried 

out that demonstrated the macro-clustering and micro-

clustering analysis of the proposed work.  

   

Performance Analysis 

The performance analysis of the MBO model for 

varying values of   is summarized in Table VI. On 

observing the attained outcomes, the accuracy 

attained at 8.0 is higher, which is 0.13%, 0.71%, 

and 0.14% better than the accuracy attained at  =0.2, 

0.4 and 0.6. Similarly, the value of sensitivity attained 

at 2.0 is 0.4%, 0.16% and 0.09% superior to the 

values of  at 0.4, 0.6 and 0.8. The PPV is found to 

be higher at 8.0 , whose value is 0.24%, 0.46%, 

and 0.09% better than the values of  at 0.2, 0.4 and 

0.6. On analyzing the negative measures, the value of 

FDR attained at 8.0 is found to be minimal, which 

is 8.55%, 15.11% and 3.35% superior to the values of 

 at 0.2, 0.4 and 0.6. Thus, the betterment of the 

proposed model is validated under all these given 

variations. 

Table 6: Performance Of The Proposed Model By 

Varying   

Measures 2.0  4.0  6.0  8.0  

Accuracy 0.958819151 0.953290226 0.958728604 0.960055 

Sensitivity 0.984420534 0.980472517 0.982869832 0.983449 

PPV 0.972369035 0.970233683 0.973854462 0.974731 

FDR 0.027630965 0.029766317 0.026145538 0.025269 

FNR 0.015579466 0.019527483 0.017130168 0.016551 

 

Convergence Analysis 

Fig. 4 demonstrates the convergence analysis by 

considering the macro clustering and macro clustering 

of the proposed work by varying the value of 2.0  

for 100 iterations.  

 
Figure 4: Convergence analysis of proposed MBO 

model by varying the value of 2.0  

 

7. Conclusion 

This paper has established an automated system that 

detected the hot topics together with the product 

recommendation system, where the products 

associated with the events was suggested. 

Accordingly, clustering was carried out with the aid 

of optimization that enhanced the functionality of 

micro-clustering and macro-clustering. Here, MBO 

algorithm was deployed for optimization purpose that 

enhanced the accuracy of the HTD. Finally, from the 

outcomes, the value of accuracy attained at 8.0 is 

higher, which is 0.13%, 0.71% and 0.14% better than 

the values of  at 0.2, 0.4 and 0.6. Similarly, the 

value of sensitivity attained at 2.0 is 0.4%, 0.16% 

and 0.09% superior to the values of  at 0.4, 0.6 and 

0.8. Likewise, the PPV is found to be higher 

at 8.0 , whose value is 0.24%, 0.46% and 0.09% 

better than the values of  at 0.2, 0.4 and 0.6. Thus, 

the superiority of the presented approach was proved 

in an effective manner. 
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